SABU VISITS THE TWIN CITIES ALONE
John Prine


G                          C
THE MOVIE WASN'T REALLY DOING TOO HOT
D7                          G
SAID THE NEW PRODUCER TO THE OLD BIG SHOT
G                          C
IT'S DYING ON THE EDGE OF THE GREAT MIDWEST
D7                          G
SABU MUST TOUR OR FOREVER REST

Chorus:
G                          C
HEY LOOK MA HERE COMES THE ELEPHANT BOY BUNDLED ALL UP IN HIS CORDUROY
D7                          G
HEADED DOWN SOUTH TOWARDS ILLINOIS FROM THE JUNGLES OF EAST ST. PAUL

G                          C
HIS MANAGER SAT IN THE OFFICE ALONE
D7                          G
STARING AT THE NUMBERS ON THE TELEPHONE
C
WONDERING HOW A MAN COULD SEND A CHILD ACTOR
D7                          G
TO VISIT IN THE LAND OF THE WIND CHILL FACTOR

Repeat Chorus


G                          C
SABU WAS SAD; THE WHOLE TOUR STUNK
D7                          G
THE AIRLINES LOST THE ELEPHANT'S TRUNK
G                          G                          C
THE ROADIE GOT THE RABIES, THE SCABIES AND THE FLU
D7                          G
THEY WAS LOW ON MORALE BUT THEY WAS HIGH ON --

Repeat Chorus

D7                          G
FROM THE JUNGLES OF EAST ST. PAUL
D7                          G
FROM THE JUNGLES OF EAST ST. PAUL
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